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                        Posted: Thursday 07th of Dec 11:02                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							Hello all, I have a very important test coming up in math  soon and I would really  appreciate if any of you can help me solve some questions  in .pdf gmat math. I am  ok  in math otherwise but problems in  simplifying fractions baffle me and I am at a loss. It would be wonderful  if you can let me know of a reasonably priced  math help tool that I can use?
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                        Posted: Thursday 07th of Dec 13:26                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							I have a  way out for you and  trust me it’s even better than  purchasing a new textbook. Try Algebrator, it covers a  rather elaborate list of mathematical topics and is highly recommended.  With it you can solve various types of questions  and it’ll also address all your enquiries as to how it came up with a particular solution . I tried it when I was having difficulty solving  questions based on .pdf gmat math and I really enjoyed using it.
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                        Posted: Saturday 09th of Dec 08:54                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							It is good to know that you wish to improve your math and are taking efforts to do so. I think you should try  Algebrator. This is not exactly a tutoring device but it offers  solutions to math problems in a very descriptive manner. And the best thing about this software product is that it is very user friendly. There are several   demos given under various topics which are quite helpful  to learn the subject. Try it and wish you good luck with math.
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                        Posted: Sunday 10th of Dec 17:15                         

                        
                    	
                         
                    
	

	
							Algebrator is the program that I have used through several  math classes -  Algebra 1,  Algebra 1 and  College Algebra.  It is a truly  a great piece of  algebra software. I remember of going through  difficulties with  system of equations,  hypotenuse-leg similarity and  function domain. I would simply type in a problem from the workbook , click on Solve – and step by step solution to my algebra  homework. I highly recommend the program.
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